
MEET PERSONAL TRAINER DOUG FORNE 
 
About Doug 
Doug Forne, Certified Personal Trainer  
54 years old 
7 years at the Glenwood Y 
Wife Kelly, 6 kids Damian, Anthony, Amanda, Destiny,  Kati, Kenny. 
Former Sports Rugby, Football, Boxing, Softball. Currently active in Martial Arts. 
 
Why did you become a personal trainer?  
I love to build friendships, helping people. And I have been active in sports all my life so it 
fit my life style. My past experience was in restaurant management for 30 some years. 
 
What is your favorite form of exercise?  
Kumite or Sparring.  
 
What is your Favorite exercise equipment?  
EXPRESSO BIKES! I love to race again my ghost. 
 
How do you stay motivated to stay fit and healthy? 
6 kids and I want to train my grandkids 
 
Do you have a daily routine?  
I used to but for me it bored me to know end. So everyday I try to do something new. At 
least 20 minutes of great movement patterns.  
 
What's your best fitness and heath tip for people? 
Eat clean - no GMO'S or pesticides treated foods 
Learn to move well. Movement knowledge should come before exercise knowledge.  
 
What's your secret method? 
LOL it's no secret- the knowledge is out there. LEARN IT OR FIND ME TO TEACH YOU. 
 
Lasting Words 
We are born to move, we are born with mobility but then we must earn our stability and 
balance.For most of us we have spent to much time sitting, in school, at work, in front of 
the TV. What happened ? We had to work hard for that stability and balance, fell down 
many times, first we had to crawl then stand  up, walk, run, jump, clime, swim, bike. But 
then we lost all that functional movement and trained to sit. But you can get most and 
sometimes all of that functional movement back and be stronger than ever before.  
 



Favorite quotes  
 
One can save many _ many can save all 
I have faith, I have faith in my strength and movement, and I have faith in an individual's 
ability to accomplish the insurmountable.  
 


